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“That’s great! Maybe there’s a treasure vault at the end of another secret passage! If that’s the case, 

we’ll both Be Rich!”Yun chujiu said with starry eyes. 

 

 

The Saintess’eyes turned red when she saw this. Sheng nv was greedy and greedy because she and her 

husband were not by her side, so she lacked a sense of security. She could only rely on these external 

things to increase her sense of security. She really let Sheng nv down. 

 

 

“Mother, although your beauty is pretty with tears in her eyes, my heart also aches when you cry. Don’t 

be sad.”Yun Chujiu said with a frown. 

 

 

“Good, good. Mother is not sad. Mother is too happy. No one has discovered the secret tunnel you 

mentioned for many years. I didn’t expect you to discover it so quickly. Mother’s little jiu is really 

powerful!” 

 

 

“Mother, you will know how amazing I am in the future!”Yun Chujiu said shamelessly. 

 

 

Sheng nv pointed at Yun Chujiu’s forehead and said, “Who praises themselves? Tell me, what happened 

between you and Di Beiming?” 

 

 

Yun chujiu told di beiming some things. Of course, this guy had done some processing and changed all 

his embarrassing parts. He was acting coquettishly and begging for mercy, he was acting cute and 

flattering, but it was all done by DI beiming. 



 

 

Sheng nv felt that there were some parts of what Yun Chujiu said didn’t make sense, but she didn’t have 

time to think about it, she said coldly, “The palace master’s wife actually despised you for not being 

good enough for Di Beiming? Pui! My Little Jiu is the best girl in the world, and I even despised di 

beiming for not being good enough for my little jiu like a wooden stake!” 

 

 

Yun Chujiu’s heart warmed, as expected, there was a mother’s child that was like a treasure. “Mother, 

don’t be angry. My aunt was only a little against me back then. Now she dotes on me very much. 

Moreover, I’m so smart. Every time she finds trouble, I always cheat her. My Little Treasury is now full of 

money.” 

 

 

“Even back then!”! “This Netherworld Palace will belong to you in the future, Little Jiu. Di beiming is just 

a master of the Temple of Immortals. He really isn’t worthy of you!”! “If the temple of Immortals doesn’t 

show some sincerity, mother will definitely not agree to your marriage to that wooden stake!”Sheng nv 

said through gritted teeth, when she thought about how her precious treasure was actually put in such a 

difficult position, she really wished she could kick di Linhan and the Lady of the Temple Master a few 

times. 

 

 

Yun chujiu stuck out her tongue and decided to let this matter go for now and wait for Sheng nv to calm 

down before speaking, hence, she changed the topic. “Mother, where did I get that seed when I caught 

Zhou? Grandfather said it was your dowry. Is that true?” 

 

 

Sheng nv shook her head and said, “How could I use a seed as dowry? I think your grandfather 

misunderstood. That seed was found on your body when I picked you up. I thought it was quite unique, 

so I kept it. “I wanted to take it out to play with you when I caught Zhou, but I didn’t expect you to hold 

on to it and not let go. Why did you suddenly think of asking this?” 

 



“It’s nothing, I was just curious. Mother, what happened back then? Why did you go to Qing Xuan 

Continent?”Yun chujiu smiled bitterly in her heart, she thought that she would know the origin of the 

guai Cao after seeing my mother, but she didn’t expect that there was something else going on. 

However, I shouldn’t let my mother worry. We’ll talk about it in the future. 

 

 

“Back then, your grandfather suddenly died. At that time, I felt as if the sky had collapsed. Liu Huanhua 

was helping out both internally and externally. In addition, your grandfather also intended to betroth 

me to him when he was still alive. At that time, I also agreed to marry him,”Sheng nv said, an angry 

expression appeared on her face. 


